
 

Can plants grow on the moon? NASA plans
test in 2015
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Plant growth chambers, seeds and watering devices that made up part of an
experiment flown to the space station during the STS-118 space shuttle mission.
The seeds were later returned to Earth and grown within lunar growth chambers
designed by students. Credit: NASA

(Phys.org) —NASA is planning to launch a milestone experiment
involving growing plants on the moon. The target date is 2015, when the
agency will deposit plants on the moon's surface. The initiative is being
driven by the Lunar Plant Growth Habitat team. They intend to use
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coffee-can sized containers designed to protect the plants against harsh
elements of the climate, and will also provide cameras, sensors, and
electronics in order to relay information about how the plants fare back
to earth. NASA's plan is "to develop a very simple sealed growth
chamber that can support germination over a five to-ten day period in a
spacecraft on the Moon."

What will NASA try to grow? The containers will attempt to grow
turnip, basil and Arabidopsis The latter is used often in plant research;
Simon Gilroy, University of Wisconsin-Madison botany professor, has
referred to the Arabidopsis as "the lab rat of plant biology." Will the life
forms survive the lunar surface? NASA's plan is to find some answers
when this "self-contained habitat," which will have a mass of about 1 kg
and would be a payload on a commercial lunar lander, is on the moon,
How it gets there is another interesting side of the story, because NASA
is taking advantage of a parallel event to save costs significantly.

"How can we send plants to the Moon soon? Hitchhiking. Thanks to
Google, there are many potential rides to the moon in the near future,
with commercial spacecraft companies competing to collect the Google
Lunar X-Prize in 2015," according to NASA. (The prize is in reference
to what is called the Google Lunar XPRIZE, an incentive to safely land
on the surface of the Moon. In order to win the prize money, a private
company must land safely on the surface of the Moon, travel 500 meters
above, below, or on the lunar surface, and send back two mooncasts to
Earth, said Google. Teams may also compete for bonus prizes such as
exploring lunar artifacts or surviving the lunar night, and can be awarded
prize money earlier by completing terrestrial or in-space milestones.
Everything needs to be completed, though, by December 31, 2015.)

As for the NASA plant project, after landing, water will be added to the
seeds in the module—a trigger would release a small reservoir of water
wetting filter paper and initiating germination of the seeds. Air in the
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sealed container would be adequate for more than five days of growth.
Their growth will be monitored for five to ten days and compared to
Earth-based controls. The seedlings would be photographed at intervals.
According to NASA, "We would use the natural sunlight on the moon as
the source of illumination for plant germination as a first ISRU (in situ
resource utilization) demonstration."

NASA believes the effort will yield returns on two fronts, knowledge
about plants and broader knowledge about life's chances on the moon.
The information about the plants may help NASA better address the
question if humans can live and work on the moon. In the words of
NASA: "Can humans live and work on the moon? Not just visit for a
few days but stay for decades? A first step in long term presence is to
send plants. As seedlings, they can be as sensitive as humans to
environmental conditions, sometimes even more so. They carry genetic
material that can be damaged by radiation as can that of humans. They
can test the lunar environment for us acting as a 'canary in a coal mine.'"

  More information: www.nasa.gov/centers/ames/cct/ …
013/lunar_plant.html
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